
Conspiracy  Theory against MPC. 

Well I say that half kidding but, on a serious note since coming back in 

2008 and doing research and looking into books I was puzzled why we 

as a crew weren’t documented in some of the better known books of 

the era and for that matter currently. It was another sticking point that 

motivated me to try and get a book deal. Spray can art I understand it 

was in 1987 so it was past the original MPC member’s time but, I was 

happy to see that Des and MK made that. The one that I questioned 

was Subway art. I never really thought to ask Henry but, the more I 

looked at it and the writers and the work that was put in. I came to the 

conclusion that it was more about the politics of the era. I mean they 

show a Cap throw up over Shy 147.  

After reading several interviews Henry conducted. It was clear that he 

did get criticized for acknowledging Cap at all by different writers and 

crews of the era. Beginning with Style Wars. So when Subway Art came 

out in 1984 they opted to put in that Cap throw up. And basically that 

became the representation of all of what MPC was about not the 

individual. The crazy thing is Cap had a couple of nice pieces with I 

believe Seen and J.son that where comparable to others, And when I 

was putting the book together I was thrilled because Henry actually had 

taken several original shots of our trains Colt, Slip, Rock which were 

1979-80.Again the dates 1979-1980. 

So my point is I think they weren’t put in because whether intentionally 

or not was because of the reputation and dislike of MPC by our peers 

CIA, RTW, and others. Which I believe created pressure towards Henry 

and Martha who also had great relationships with the B.Boy crews of 

the era whom they were also developing trust with, remember this is 



when Henry and Martha were documenting it from the somewhat 

beginning, So it makes sense that they didn’t want to create waves by 

having anything of substance about MPC. People right now are saying 

Nicca! You crazy? No I’m not lol! When I received the original shots of 

our work from Henry, whom by the way I’m indebted to for life, I was 

Pumped, happy, and content. This was our proof we were there this is 

what we did etc. Anyway my point to all this is I think we weren’t put in 

Subway Art because of the politics. It certainly wasn’t because the work 

wasn’t on par because it was! This will get to. I mean looking at it now 

you might say who cares it was so long ago? Because it gets back to the 

lack of documentation! And that’s why getting this book deal was that 

much more important and gratifying. 

 We might not have made the Subway Art book or numerous other 

publications but, we are fortunate to have our own book now which 

documents our history accurately. It took 30 years but, you know what 

they say all’s well that ends well! Now back to the work. There were 4 

major players Seen, Blade , Lee, and Dondi that did historical whole 

cars. I’m Talking  Subway Art era. One of my personal favorites  was the 

Futura one. There are others but, they were most known. Then you had 

the next tier partnerships writers, Skeme& Case2,Crash& Kel, Tean& 

Kade, Daze, Pink, Part, Tkid170 you know who they are  and I’m missing 

some. All great writers! Then you had all the others whomever they 

might be, there all good too. My  point?  So were we! Images attached 

or on a page on the site. 

 

Let’s start with the top 4 and the year 1980.All phenomenal as we all 

know and I might be guilty of being biased but, you decide, One of the 



biggest disappointments for me was not having the Colt car I call 

(planets) included in One of those books Subway or Spray can art. Now 

I’m not saying it’s better than any of the top guys work but, what I am 

saying is it should have been some where? You look at that train and 

tell me it wasn’t smoking! It was done in 1980 the lettering like most of 

his was out of the box. The theme and color skeme was killer. It was 

just an all around great piece of art that should have been 

acknowledged in some publication. In our  book they do a nice shot of it 

They  could have made it a two page shot as far as I was concerned 

That train was done by the most artistic writer in the crew it, was the 

standard that none of us ever got to meet or surpass. Image below 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 



 



 



 

 

Now let’s get to partnerships, window down, and whole car wild style 

well our version of wild style.  

1- Slip and Rock whole car our version of wild style with an Andy Cap 

character. The top was buffed it said MPC Boys. One of my favorite 

trains. Kass tag lower right. Comparable with most trains of the era. 



 

 2-Capp and Seen window down. A nice car by both of them , Cap 

added the P because Seen said it was harder to have the additional 

letter .So I heard. 

 

Again the year 1980 Colt and Slip Split letter window down to: Blade 

and Comet. Show me another lettering style like that in 1980 great car. 



 

4- Rock and Colt 79-1980 Great legible bubble lettering. 

 

5- Jason and Capone a little later but, a great train. 



 

6- Colt Reck 1979 this one made the book Burners great train 

 

 

7- Colt Slip Wall production 1980 P.S. 105 school yard.  Two characters, 

sun & moon. It’s in the book but, its small here is the only shot. From 

the Martin Paint rack great memories. Bottom line? Yeah we were a 

bad boy crew but, we also put up good work that hasn’t been 



documented until now. Not the best by any measure but, certainly was 

good enough and on par with the era! Some other talented MPC 

members Des , Elf, Cav, Pove, Med, Dose, Bom5,Aid, Echo, The list goes 

on. 

 


